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How to Format and Title a Paper in MLA Format: A Checklist 

 Below your name is my name, below my name is the course name and section number, and 

below the course name and section number is the date. This is all double spaced. Also, 

notice the order of the date and that there isn’t any punctuation. 

 The margins are set at 1” all the way around. In Microsoft Office 2010, do this by going to 

Page Layout>Margins and then selecting the “Normal” template. 

 The header, your last name and the page number, is set at ½” (0.5”) and is right-justified. 

This can be done by going to Insert>Page Number>Top of Page>Plain Number 3 and then 

typing only your last name and hitting the space bar just one time. After that, click on “Close 

Header and Footer” in the top-right corner of the screen.  

 The primary text of the paper follows on the double-spaced line immediately following the 

title. That is, there is not a gap between the title and first words of your essay except for the 

normal double-spacing. 

 The font should be 12 point Times New Roman.  

 Notice that the second page says “MacKaye 2,” not “MacKaye 1.” Your pages should 

correspond to what it says in the upper-right corner. Also, because the header is not really 

necessary on the first page since it has the heading, you can click directly on the header and 

then select “Different First Page” under Header and Footer Tools/Design.  

 Before you print, be sure to highlight your entire document by keying Ctrl+A, right-click 

Tip:  See the five-minute YouTube tutorial 

on MLA format.  It’s on the home page of our 

website.  It’s also available at this link: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBJD28b9

E38&feature=related 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBJD28b9E38&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBJD28b9E38&feature=related
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within the highlighted area, go to Format>Paragraph, and click the up or down arrows to make 

sure that “Line Spacing” is set to “Double” and that the “Spacing Before” and the “Spacing 

After” options are set to “0 pt.” This will ensure that you do not have extra space between items 

in your heading (not header), between your heading and title, between your title and essay, and 

between your paragraphs.   

Note: To avoid this final step in the future, before you click on “OK,” select “Set As 

Default,” select “All documents based on the Normal template?” and then select “OK.” 

Your future documents will automatically be properly spaced.  

Title 

 First, the title is on the double-spaced line immediately under the date.  

 Capitalize all words in the title except these: short prepositions, such as “at,” “in,” “to,” 

“for,” and “by”; articles, such as “the” and “a”; and conjunctions, such as “and” or “but” 

(unless your title or subtitle begins or ends with a preposition, article, or conjunction). All 

other words are capitalized, even if they are short, such as the verb “is” or the pronoun “my.” 

 It should also be noted that titles are not on a title page, not underlined, not in bold, not in 

italics, not in “quotations,” and not IN ALL CAPITAL LETTERS.  

 The title should be centered in the middle of the page and in the same size and type of font, 

12 point Times New Roman, as the rest of the document.  

 Finally, your title should be original, cleverly indicating the focus of your particular content, 

not just the name of the assignment. 

                                                                                                               * * *  Thanks to Optimism One for use of this handout 


